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Tema Energy is a privately owned company 
founded in 2002. 

We are a company with an entrepreneurial culture 
and with a rich experience in power back-up 
and electro-mechanical system integration 
solutions, both in Romania and in the South-
Eastern Europe. 

We are one of the best known full service 
providers of power supply equipment in 
Romania.

Our range of equipment consists of 
Generators, UPSs, batteries, VRLA, 
Rectifiers, as well as other systems 
integrated into our solutions: Professional 
climate control, Fire detection and 
extinguishing, IT Containers, DCIM, etc.

We are one of the most experienced 
Data Center and Power Supply 
system integrators aimed at 
industrial and critical consumers.

Our solutions are particuarly 
geared towards the business-to-
business segment: Industrial, IT/
Telecom, Medical, Offices or 
Construction.

www.tema-energy.ro

ABOUT 
US
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ABOUT US ABOUT US

CertificationsMission
To become the best known and most reliable 
B2B alternative power supply solutions, Data 
Centers and Power Supply Systems supplier/
integrator.

Values
The company’s values, and at the same time Tema 
Energy’s competitive advantages compared to the 
competition, are the following:

+ Creativity and technicality

+ Efficient teamwork

+ Perfectionism and attention to detail

+ Passion in everything we do

+ Continued improvement.

Objectives
+ Leadership position in Romania in the 
field of integrated Data Center execution.

+ Leading position in the field of Power 
Supply solutions integration for critical 
and industrial consumers in Romania.

+ Accession to the top 3 suppliers of 
medium and large electrical Generators 
intended for the B2B field in Romania.

+ Accession to the top 5 suppliers of 
medium and large UPSs in Romania.

+ A leader in continuous power 
supply solutions and equipment 
vendor: Generators, UPSs, VRLA 
batteries, for system integrators, 
builders, developers and 
designers.

History & Facts

Founding of the company.

Signing of the first contracts 
for the supply of UPSs and 
Generators.

Signing of the first contracts 
for the supply of VRLA 
Batteries and Rectifiers for 
Telecom network operators. 

Designing the first integrated 
Data Center in the 
company’s history.

Execution of the first 
integrated Data Center in the 
company’s history.

Signing of the first 
contract and commencing 
Facility Management 
activities (multi-technical 
maintenance) for Data 
Centers, technical spaces, 
offices, commercial.

Launch of the electric 
generators and UPSs rental 
activity.

ISO 9001 certification 
(Quality Management).

Delivery and installation of 
the first high-capacity UPS 
system (1.200 kVA).

ISO 14001 certification 
(Environmental Management) 
and OHSAS 18001 (Health & 
Safety Management).

Delivery and installation of 
the first Diesel Generator of 
over 1,000 kVA.

Designing the first Mobile 
Data Center.

The design and feasibility 
analysis of the first Data 
Center at the TIER III 
standard.

Delivery and installation 
of the first 2MVA Diesel 
Generator.

Delivery and installation 
of the first 2MW stand-by 
power Diesel Generator.

Certification of Mr. Mihai 
Manole as A.T.S. (Accredited 
Tier Specialist by the Uptime 
Institute, USA)

Delivery and installation of 
a 2,600 kVA total capacity 
UPS system.

Turnkey execution and 
installation of the first Mobile 
Data Centers.

Delivery and installation of 
the first Diesel Generator 
(3.000 kVA).

2002 

2003 

2004 

2005 

2006

2007 

2008

+ 2008

2009

2010

+ 2010

2011

2012

+ 2012

2013

2014

+ 2014

+ 2014

2015
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Tema Energy, one of the 
top Data Center integrators 
in Romania, is providing 
classical (static) and 
mobile solutions.

Tema Energy’s approach ensures a 
systemic execution of the server room, 
consisting of the three essential steps:
+ Consulting and Design;
+ Efficient implementation of 
   the systems, utilizing the latest 
   technologies;
+ Equipment operation and 
   maintenance.

Turnkey construction of the Data 
Center’s infrastructure is a central 
part of our company’s expertise, 
accumulated over more than 
12 years of experience and 
delivered by departments 
devoted to each type of system 
and installation.

Data Center 
Features

+ Availability (runtime >99,9%)
The most important aspect of a Data Center is its 
non-stop availability, without any interruptions, for the 
entire duration of its life. We take pride in Data Centers 
implemented 8-10 years ago, that did not experience 
interruptions during this time (100% runtime).

+ Energy Metering
Real time acquisition and periodic reporting of electricity 
consumption at equipment and IT rack level, for an 
optimal management of electricity consumption and 
cost efficiency.

+ Monitoring
DCIM (Data Center Infrastructure Management) solu-
tions enable tracking, alerting and remote control of 
your Data Center infrastructure and energy usage. We 
provide turn-key implementation of the DCIM system, 
from communication, processing and control equipment 
to software and administration interface.

+ 3D design and consultancy
As an integrator, it is important that we provide our 
customers with advice regarding setup and operating 
budgets, TCO analyses, location plans and blueprints - 
specialized technical distribution and design.

+ Integrated Planning
   & Project Management
We provide integrated coordination of all systems and 
installations, taking over the responsibility of installing the 
entire infrastructure from the client, from construction to 
operation-maintenance as well as the harmonious opera-
tion of all solutions.

+ Scalability
The solutions designed by us are scalable and can be 
easily expanded or adapted from the first phase of the 
data center’s setup, according to the development and 
growth of your IT infrastructure needs.

+ Latest technologies
We build Data Centers using the most advanced 
technologies, through equipment geared towards 
performance, energy efficiency and reliability. We apply 
experience gained in 10 years of integrated execution of 
Server Rooms.

+ Energy efficiency 
The electrical power, climate control and setup solutions 
are specifically designed to achieve low energy loss and 
minimum power costs - one of the most important costs 
in the operation of a Data Center.

+ Redundancy 
From the concept phase, we guarantee the redundancy 
of all critical systems in a Data Center, for the purpose 
of carrying out preventive maintenance, but also of 
corrective remedies, without affecting the operation of 
IT.

+ TIER - Uptime Institute
We are the first Romanian company to employ an ATS 
authorized specialist - Accredited Tier Specialist certified 
by the Uptime Institute, United States of America. This 
allows us to advise data center developers and owners 
with respect to international electrical and mechanical 
standards, to provide projects and consultancy 
focused on TIER topology, and be up to date with the 
latest trends and best practice in data center electro-
mechanical design and security.

Once the IT and communications equipment is installed,
you can start your Data Center!

DATA CENTERDATA CENTER

DATA
CENTER
[DC]
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+ Power supply
   & distribution

Power from the classical power 
grid is provided via high-
performance power supply and 
transfer equipment, from the 
transformer station and electrical 
power supply and distribution 
panels, to the electrical power 
distribution installations and to the 
IT racks’ power supply PDUs.

+ Physical security

The access control and video 
surveillance systems ensure 
secure, differentiated access of 
authorized personnel inside the 
Data Center and the technical 
annexes. We use the latest 
technologies in the field, such as 
fingerprint, weight or retina control. 

+ Power Supply
   Back-up
Power supply is provided both 
by the classical power supply 
grid, as well as by the backup 
power system. It consists of 
UPSs, VRLA Batteries and high-
performance Diesel Generators, 
that instantly take over the 
Data Center’s consumers, for 
continuous operation. Tema 
Energy is partnered with some 
of the most accomplished and 
experienced manufacturers of 
Diesel Generators and UPSs, so 
that the risk of a power outage is 
almost zero.

Data Center
Systems

+ Climate control

Professional climate control 
solutions provided by worldwide 
industry leaders ensure an 
optimum operating climate for the 
IT and electrical infrastructure. 
The high precision units in the IT 
room can be classical, free-cooling 
or adiabatic, are equipped with 
humidity control, are highly precise 
and energy efficient. In addition, 
they are designed for uninterrupted 
24/7/365 operation.

+ Fire detection
   & extinguishing

Fire warning, prevention and 
firefighting are critical in a data 
center, otherwise the Server Room 
can be subject to costly damage 
and long-lasting downtime. We 
use modern technologies such as 
ESD, VESDA or Laser detection, 
environmentally friendly and ultra-
efficient extinguishing agents 
such as Novec or Inergen, and fire 
detection and extinguishing plants 
built by the most experienced 
manufacturers in the field.

+ BMS / DCIM

Alerting by SMS and email, 
centralized monitoring of all 
systems and power consumptions, 
as well as remote control of 
equipment with the aid of a DCIM 
type system has become a must 
for modern Data Centers. Data 
Center Infrastructure Management, 
sometimes also known as BMS, is 
an efficient integrated management 
solution of the infrastructure 
serving IT.

+ Rack & PDU

We represent the best known 
Rack, PDU, Rack management 
systems manufacturers, as well as 
cold aisle/hot aisle containment 
closure, for the lowest power 
consumptions.

+ Constructions 
   & setup

Integrated execution of 
construction works using the 
highest quality materials provides 
safety in the event of natural 
disasters, but also resistance over 
time. We comply with and promote 
the latest standards in setting up 
secure data rooms.

DATA CENTERDATA CENTER
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MOBILE 
DATA 
CENTER 
[MDC]
A Mobile Data Center is a 
modular, portable, self-contained 
data center.  MDC have become 
a trend in the data center field in 
recent years, in view of the major 
advantages of such solutions: energy 
efficiency, small footprint, short 
duration of implementation, mobility 
and relatively low cost.

Mobile data Centers have been developed in 
the energy around the idea of energy efficiency. 
After many years in which huge IT rooms that were 
filled only after a long time were developed, the 
MDCs have come as a solution to optimize the initial 
investment in setting up, developing, rental and facility 
management.

The free cooling technologies combined with the very 
compact dimensions of a modular data center are 
translated in significantly reduced electrical energy costs. 
By default, PUE (Power Usage Effectiveness) obtained for 
a self-contained server room can be easily brought below 
that of conventional data centers. 

Mobile Data Center
Features

+ Integrated 
   turnkey implementation
We provide integrated coordination of all systems and 
installations, taking over the responsibility of installing 
the entire infrastructure from the client, from container 
construction to installation and operation-maintenance. 
The mobile data center is thus delivered and installed 
turnkey, regardless of its operating location.

+ Remote Operation & Monitoring
DCIM (Data Center Infrastructure Management) 
solutions enable tracking, alerting and remote control 
of your MDC infrastructure and energy usage. Thus, 
you save the operational and staff costs, and you are 
permanently connected to the systems operating within 
the IT Container, no matter where it is located. 

+ Resistance & durability
The level of safety of a mobile data center is basically 
the same as that of a fixed data center, being fitted 
with surveillance, access control and fire prevention 
systems as efficient and safe. In addition, its structure 
is extremely resistant, specially fire-treaded, but 
also protected against water and solar radiation and 
designed to withstand seismic shocks.

+ Latest technologies
We set up Mobile Data Centers using the most 
advanced technologies (in row cooling, modular UPSs, 
hot/cold aisle, detective VESDA, DCIM etc), through 
equipment geared towards performance, energy 
efficiency and reliability. We apply experience gained 
in 10 years of integrated execution of server room 
infrastructure.

+ Short Setup term
Unlike traditional fixed data centers, MDCs can be 
developed much more quickly. Thus, if for a classic 
Data Center we can speak of a classic average 
implementation duration of 3-6 months, a MDC can 
be delivered in between a month and up to 3 months, 
based on its complexity and size.

+ Scalability & Modularity
Mobile IT solutions designed by us are scalable and 
can be easily extended or adapted after the first unit, 
by adding new modules (containers) and connecting or 
coupling them to the existing one, without downtime.

+ Mobility
Mobile Data Centers are easily housed in containers 
easily transported by conventional means. The 
construction’s size and characteristics may vary, 
however it is always compact and easy to transport. 
Once delivered in a location, the MDC has the 
advantage of being relocated, anytime and anywhere, 
in accordance with the needs of business, but also 
due to possible natural events which require it to be 
moved. Thus, the complete relocation of the data center 
becomes extremely easy, without extra investments in 
infrastructure or in IT.

+ Redundanță 
Inca de la faza de concept, garantam redundanta tuturor 
sistemelor critice, in vederea desfasurarii intretinerii 
preventive, dar si a remedierilor corective, fara a afecta 
functionarea IT-ului.

+ Superior PUE
The free cooling technologies combined with the very 
compact dimensions of a container data center are 
translated in significantly reduced electrical energy 
costs. By default, the PUE obtained for a self-contained 
server can be easily brought below that of conventional 
data centers. MDCs can easily achieve a PUE of less 
than 1.25 and can go down to 1.07, also depending on 
the geographical area and number of hours of operation 
in free cooling mode. Compared to the average PUE of 
existing data centers, MDC is a highly energy efficient 
solution.

MOBILE DATA CENTERMOBILE DATA CENTER
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MOBILE DATA CENTER

+ Power distribution

We manage the power supply 
and distribution from the classical 
grid: transformer station, electrical 
power supply and distribution 
panels, IT racks’ electrical 
distribution systems and PDUs.

+ Climate control

Professional climate control 
solutions ensure an optimum 
operating climate for the IT and 
electrical infrastructure. The 
cooling units can be classic or 
in-row, are equipped with humidity 
control and are highly energy 
efficient. In addition, the chosen 
solutions are highly effective in 
terms of space, for a minimum 
footprint of the mobile data center.

+ Power Supply 
   Back-up

Power supply is provided both by 
the classical power supply grid, 
as well as by the backup power 
system. It consists of UPSs, VRLA 
Batteries and high-performance 
Diesel Generators, that instantly 
take over the Mobile Data Center’s 
consumers, for continuous 
operation. 

MDC
Systems

Tema Energy has ample 
experience in setting up 
customized mobile Data 
Centers

From the container’s 
dimensions to the IT 
and electrical density, 
the cooling and power 
back-up technologies, 
physical and fire security 
or remote monitoring - all 
these are tailored to each 
client’s unique needs.

MOBILE DATA CENTER

+ Physical security

Access control and video 
surveillance systems are critical, 
especially for a mobile IT center, 
as they provide operation without 
dedicated staff and security. 
They guarantee secure access 
of authorized personnel and 
send alerts via email and sms 
concerning incidents or theft / 
burglary attempts. 

+ Fire detection
   & extinguishing

Early warning, prevention and 
firefighting are critical in a mobile 
DC, especially taking into account 
the remoteness of many such 
mobile centers’ locations. We 
use modern technologies such as 
ESD, VESDA or Laser detection, 
environmentally friendly and ultra-
efficient extinguishing agents 
such as Novec or Inergen, and fire 
detection and extinguishing plants 
built by the most experienced 
manufacturers.

+ BMS / DCIM

Data Center Infrastructure 
Management is a effective 
remote integrated management 
and monitoring solution for the 
infrastructure serving the IT space.
Alerts by SMS and email, 
centralized monitoring of all 
systems and power consumptions, 
as well as remote control of 
equipment with the aid of a DCIM 
type system have become a must 
for modern mobile Data Centers. 

+ Rack & PDU

We represent the best known 
Rack, PDU, Rack management 
systems manufacturers, as well as 
cold aisle/hot aisle containment 
closure, for the lowest power 
consumptions, modularity and 
resistance over time.

+ Constructions 
   & setup

The containers are made using 
insulating structure materials of 
the highest quality, tested over 
time and very resistant to natural 
factors (cold, moisture, sun, heat 
etc). All these provide safety in 
case of natural disasters, but also 
very good durability. In addition, 
mobile data centers are designed 
to withstand earthquakes, as well 
as floods or other calamities.
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PSS solutions can be installed both within the facility as well as, in the absence of the 
necessary space, in secure containers, located in the vicinity of the facility.

POwER SUPPLy SySTEMSPOwER SUPPLy SySTEMS

Recommended for environments in which 
power outages or voltage variations 
can cause large damage and severe 
operational disruptions, they are a solution 
to ensure the stability quality of the critical 
consumer’s power supply. 

The continuous power systems thus 
provide stability and redundancy to the 
classical power grid, being particularly 
useful in environments where power 
outages are not allowed (ERs, research 
centers, IT centers, Military applications) or 
have prolonged and costly effects related 
to the restarting and damages caused 
by outages (particularly in factories and 
industrial / medical centers). 

The alternative power systems thus provide 
a permanent, secure and stable power 
supply to environments in which any type 
of power outage, voltage peaks and steep 
power drops in the grid must be avoided.

Integrated Power Supply Systems consist 
of the following equipment:
+ UPSs
+ Batteries 
+ Diesel generator
+ Electrical distrbution (between PSS 
equipment, as well as for connection to the 
facility’s classical power supply grid)
+ Professional climate control (ensuring an 
optimum operating climate for the critical 
power back-up equipment).

POWER 
SUPPLY
SYSTEMS
[PSS]

The Power Back-up or 
Power Systems are 
integrated continuous 
power supply solutions 
for large and critical 
consumers:

+ Industrial
+ Medical
+ Data Centere.
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We represent the most efficient 
and modern technologies, 
based on the innovation, 
competitiveness and support of 
our partners.

PARTNERS

PARTNERS

EQUIPMENT
Tema Energy is one of the 
best known companies 
specialized in electric power 
solutions in Romania: 
UPSs, Electric Generators, 
VRLA Batteries, 48V 
rectifiers.

Tema Energy’s product range also 
consists of other equipment that 
we deliver within the integrated 
systems and solutions: 

+ Professional climate control
+ Mobile shelters / containers
+ Technical floating flooring
+ Electrical installations
+ IT racks and PDUs
+ Fire detection &
   extinguishing

We offer full service delivery, 
installation, start-up and 
maintenance of the supplied 
power equipment, both during 
and after warranty, through 
out specialist and technician 
teams located nationwide.

EQUIPMENTS
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DIESEL
GENERATORS

we have teams of specialized 
technicians which ensure the 
maintenance of hundreds 
of generators at national 
level, as well as emergency 
interventions and
or complex repairs.

The range of gen-sets in Tema Energy’s 
portfolio includes powers from 7 to 3.750 
kVA and covers all applications: 
+ Industrial
+ Data Centers
+ Commercial
+ Constructions
+ Residential.

With powers ranging between 7 
and 3500 kVA, they are motorized 
by the biggest manufacturers in 
the industry: Cummins, Perkins, 
Mitsubishi, Volvo, John Deere, 
Doosan, Lister Petter or Aksa.

In Romania, we represent 
the following manufacturers: 
Cummins Power Generation 
and Aksa.

Cummins
Power
Generation

Cummins is a company founded in 
1919 in Columbus, Indiana, United 
States of America, being recognized 
as a world leader in the production 
of motors, alternators and gensets.

Cummins Power Generation has 
a nearly 90-year experience in the 
design and production of generating 
sets. The company designs, 
manufactures and maintains 
complete systems for generating 
electricity using parts from a single 
supplier - Cummins - the so-called 
The Power of One™ concept.

EQUIPMENTS EQUIPMENTS
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UPS

We represent the fourth largest 
manufacturer in the world on the 
local market: Riello UPS, with 
an extensive range of classic 
and modular UPSs of between 
400 VA and 6.4 MVA.  

Riello UPSs cover all applications which 
require uninterrupted operation of 
consumers:
+ Medical
+ Military
+ IT & Data Centere
+ Production/Industrial
+ Security
+ Transport
+ Lighting
+ Photovoltaics.

The Riello range includes the single-
phase or three-phase UPSs, and 
depending on the application, you 
can choose between the modular 
and classical, stand-alone 
solutions. 

Riello products are divided into 
3 main categories: Online, Line-
Interactive and VFD.

EQUIPMENTS EQUIPMENTS

021

Riello
Elettronica

Founded in 1986 in Italy, Riello 
Elettronica produces, moreover, 
power solutions such as: transfer 
and ATS systems, Power Boxes, as 
well as rotary UPSs (Flywheel).
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VRLA
BATTERIES

The First Power batteries 
provide excellent performance 
and a long life, at a 
competitive price.

Their life span is between 8 years 
and up to 20 years, depending on 
the type of battery, as well as the 
application in which it is used.

The main applications serviced 
by First Power batteries:

+ Power Supply Systems
+ IT/Telecom
+ UPS
+ Rectifiers
+ Industrial applications
+ Renewable energies
+ Security &
   alarm systems.

First Power Batteries

First Power is one of the largest and 
well reputed manufacturers of VRLA 
batteries (AGM, GEL and OPzV), 
covering areas such as Telecom, 
Photovoltaics or UPSs.

EQUIPMENTS EQUIPMENTS
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Professional 
Cooling

The high-precision climate control 
systems from Emerson - Liebert 
Hiross are recognized as the most 
efficient, economical and reliable 
systems in the Data Center, 
Medical, IT, Telecom fields and PSS 
applications.

This professional climate control 
solutions provides ultra precise 
temperature, humidity control and 
continuous 24/24/7 operation.

Raised 
Floors

We offer complete solutions of technical 
anti-static modular raised floors, made 
by Uniflair - Italy, in particular for Data 
Centers and technical spaces.

Raised floors can reach heights of 
10 to 120 centimeters. Panel finishes 
can range from steel to aluminum or 
granite.

EQUIPMENTS EQUIPMENTS

Shelters / 
Containers 
As the official representative of Shelter 
Greece, we offer a wide range of containers 
and shelters for various applications.

Our containers are strictlty tailored to each 
client’s needs, depending on the operating 
environment and the equipment installed. 
The client is supported in choosing the 
best solutions for his specific technical 
and environmental conditions to 3D 
design and consultancy provided by 
our specialists.

These are transportable by land, have 
compact sizes and high levels of 
physical and anti-seismic security.

As partner of Schneider Electric/APC 
and Emerson/Knurr, we offer complete 

solutions for racks and PDUs for Data 
Centers and Telco applications.

The range of IT racks includes all sizes 
and types used on the market, while the 
PDUs can be both traditional as well as 

smart.

We provide classic and smart PDU.

RACKS,
PDUs &

Cold/Hot Aisle
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EQUIPMENTS

Electrical
Distribution

Within the manufactured turnkey 
systems (Data Centers, Power Supply 
Systems) but also for the equipment 
sold (generators, UPS, batteries, etc.), 
we provide integrated execution of 
power distribution and supply.

We work together with the largest 
and most reputable manufacturers 
in the industry: ABB, Eaton, 
Schneider, etc.

Fire Detection & 
Extinguishing  
As part of our integrated solutions, we 
provide modern and environmental fire 
detection and extinguishing systems.

The extinguishing gases most 
commonly used are Novec, Inergen 
and FM 200, while the detection 
systems incorporate the latest and 
most efficient technologies in the 
field, such as ESD or VESDA.

In the field of fire detection and 
extinguishing plants we are 
honoured to work with the best 
manufacturers in the world: 
Securiton, 3M and ICS.

48V
RECTIFIERS

Tema Energy is a direct 
importer of professional 
equipment from BEL Power 
Solutions as well as an 
Eltek representative.

Bel Power Solutions and Eltek 
are world leaders in efficient 
solutions for producing green 
energy from renewable sources 
- wind and solar, but also in 
power conversion solutions for 
Telecom, AC-DC or DC-DC 
type.

The industries in which 
rectifiers are most often 
used are
+ IT/Telecom
+ Data Centers
+ Electrical Grids
+ Railways
+ Maritime.

EQUIPMENTS
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SERVICII

SERVICES
Since its creation, our company has placed emphasis 
on the notion of Full-Service - providing all services 
required for the proper functioning of the power supply 
equipment both during warranty, and afterwards: 
Consulting
Design, Installation, Start-up, Training, Preventive 
Maintenance, 24/7 Dispatch & Monitoring, Emergency 
interventions, Post warranty.

Through the 24/7/365 mobile dispatch, we keep 
in touch with all our clients and immediately 
respond to requests from the whole country. 
 
We ensure interventions with record SLAs for 
this field: up to 1 hour in cities where we are 
present, namely up to 4-6 hours in the whole 
country.

We rent backup and continuous electrical power 
supply equipment: Diesel generators, UPSs and 
VRLA Batteries. We provide delivery anywhere in 
Romania, 24/24 support and maintenance.

Our range of equipment includes low, medium 
and high-power UPSs, industrial Diesel 
generators as well as VRLA Batteries or 
Rectifiers.

The range of equipment available for rent:
+ Diesel Generators: between 20 and 1.000 kVA
+ UPSs: between 10 and 200 kVA
+ Batteries
+ Rectifiers.

Equipment rental

SERVICES

We offer professional Consulting and Design services for 
complex turn-key projects, starting each project from 0 
and adapt it to each customer’s needs and budget:

+ TP - General technical project
+ TM - Technical memorandum
+ ED - Engineering details
+ Single-wire electrical diagram
+ Location and equipment 2D blueprint
+ Location and equipment 3D blueprint
+ Investment & operational budgeting.

Being ATS certified by Uptime Institute USA, we 
have the necessary authority and expertise in the 
design, execution and project management of 
TIER I, II, III or IV Data Centers. 

Design &
Consultancy

We are specialized in Technical Facility Management - 
multi-technical maintenance of buildings and technical 
infrastructures - having over 8 years experience in the 
operation of MSCs, SACs and Data Centers for large 
companies such as Telecom, Banks or Industry:

+ BMS / SCADA / DCM
+ Power Back-up
+ Climate control, ventilation, heating system
+ Physical security systems
+ Fire security systems
+ Mechanical installations
+ Electrical installations
+ Elevators
+ Buildings and facilities.

We can also provide outsourced operations.

Facility
Management
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CLIENȚICLIENȚI
CLIENȚI

Over 300 companies have 
chosen equipment, solutions and 
Tema Energy’s solutions.

The targeted markets we mainly serve are: 
Data Centers, IT/Telecom, Energy, Financial/ 
Banking, Construction & Contracting, Industry/ 
Manufacturing.

CLIENTS
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Vodafone
4G & Facility Management
+ 4G /MSC network battery delivery
    12V 100Ah First Power batteries
    2V 1000Ah OPzV First Power batteries.

+ TFM
    MSC & SAC (in București, Ploiești, Brașov, 
    Bacău, Craiova, Timișoara)
    500 stores & Office Buildings: multi-technical 
    maintenance, courier, distribution

Star Storage / AEP
Data Center Mobil
   Generator AKSA 70 kVA
   UPS Riello 2 x 30 kVA
   Climatizare Emerson in-row 1+1
   Fire system VESDA - Inergen - Securiton
   Rack-uri & PDU APC

Star Transmission /
Daimler 
PSS & Data Center
   

+ 7 mobile containers, equipped with:
    2 MVA stand-by genset, Mitsubishi engine
    2 x 800 & 2 x 500 kVA UPSs
    First Power batteries
    Emerson and Samsung climate control
    Electrical distribution, setup, security
    Monitoring and alert system

SUCCESSFUL PROJECTSSUCCESSFUL PROJECTS

Monza Hospital
Power Supply System
    2.000 kVA genset, Mitsubishi engine, MeccAlte alt.
    UPS Riello 2 x 160 kVA & 2 x 100 kVA
    First Power batteries, 30 minute autonomy

GTS
Data Centers
    550 & 880 kVA generators, Perkins motorization
    UPS 2 x 300 kVA & 2 x 600 kVA Riello
    First Power batteries, 30 minute autonomy
    Emerson & cold aisle climate control
    Electrical distribution, Substation
    APC Racks & PDU
    Construction, setup, flooring

Mega Mall
Diesel Generators
+ Generators group
    1.650 kVA (2 x 825 kVA), Doosan motorization

SUCCESSFUL PROJECTS We are proud to have worked with some of the
biggest names in the areas of Industrial/Manufacturing,

Commercial, Medical, Engineering or IT/Telecom.
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14 Data Center

D
ata Centerele mobile au 
fost dezvoltate în jurul ideii 
de eficienta energetică. 
După mulți ani în care au 
fost dezvoltate săli IT uriaşe 
dar care s-au umplut abia 

după mult timp, MDC-ul (mobile data 
center) au venit ca o soluție care poate 
optimiza semnificativ investiția inițială 
în amenajare, în costurile de dezvoltare 
şi facility management. Tehnologiile de 
free cooling combinate cu dimensiuni-
le foarte compacte ale unui data center 
containerizat rezultă în costuri cu ener-
gia electrică mult reduse. 

Astfel indicatorul PUE (power usa-
ge effectiveness) obținut pentru un 
server room containerizat poate fi cu 
uşurință adus sub cele ale centrelor de 

date convenționale. „Data centerele 
mobile pot atinge PUE de sub 1,25 şi 
pot coborî până la 1,07, în funcție mai 

ales de zona geografică şi de numărul 
de ore de funcționare a climatizării 
în regim free cooling”, precizează Mi-
hai Manole, director general al Tema 
Energy, companie specializată în 
amenajarea la cheie de Data Cente-
re. Raportat la valoarea medie a PUE 
obținută în data centerele existente, 
estimată între 1.6 şi 2, putem spune 
că avem în față o soluție cu mult 
mai eficientă energetic. Investiția în 

Data Centerele modulare, sau mobile, sunt facilități portabile, 
containerizate, prefabricate, care se impun tot mai des pe 
piață. Data Centerele mobile au devenit o tendintă majoră 
în ultimii ani, multumită avantajelor majore ale unei astfel 
de soluții: eficiența energetică, amprenta redusă, durată 
scurtă de execuție, mobilitatea şi costul relativ redus.

Sunt Data Centerele  
mobile viitorul?
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Contractarea unui proiect integrat 
și complet funcțional induce un 
prim avantaj evident: antreprenorul 

general al lucrării de amenajare a Data 
Center-ului preia managementul lucrării 
și devine un “single point of contact” pen-
tru reprezentanţii beneficiarului, care are 
astfel o mai mare ușurinţă în a gestiona 
atât lucrările de amenajare, cât și pe cele 
ulterioare (echipamente și soluţii IT, cone-
xiuni, etc). Mai mult, astfel de integratori 
au experienţa îndelungată în domeniu și 
propun soluţii optimizate, validate în timp, 
atât din punct de vedere al proiectării în 
comun a sistemelor de răcire, alimentare 
electrică, detecţie și stingere a incendiilor 
etc cât și al graficului de execuţie, ceea ce 
duce la eliminarea sincopelor ce pot apă-
rea inerent între executanţii diferiţi ai unor 
lucrări derulate în același proiect. Astfel, 
beneficiarul poate finaliza lucrarea la un 
cost mai mic dar și într-un timp mai scurt. 

Abordare integrată
Gestionarea în paralel a dotării unui 

Data Center cu sistemele specifice - co-
oling, UPS și baterii, generator electric, 
instalaţii electrice, detecţie și stingere, 
securitate, dar și amenajările interioare 
(de la placarea pereţilor cu rigips anti-foc 
și până la pardoseala flotantă anti-statică) 
– implică adeseori resurse numeroase din 
partea companiei beneficiare, precum și 
numeroase nesincronizări între execu-
tanţi și echipele acestora, între soluţiile 
diferite, precum și în privinţa graficelor 
de lucru de multe ori suprapuse. Soluţia 
de optimizare a resurselor și eficienti-
zare a bugetului este colaborarea cu un 
Integrator de Data Center, care să preia 
execuţia completă a lucrării, de la lucră-
rile de construcţii și amenajări și până la 
mobilarea spaţiului cu rack-uri și pdu-
uri, astfel încât beneficiarul să își menţină 

În ultimii ani, o bună parte din companiile care îşi dezvoltă 
propriile Data Centere sau Server Rooms, ca soluţii de cloud 
privat sau în scopul furnizării de servicii şi infrastructură 
pentru proprii clienţi, selectează Integratori din domeniul 
amenajării la cheie a unor astfel de facilităţi. Această abordare 
implică o alocare minimă de resurse din partea beneficiarului 
şi generează economii consistente de timp şi bani.

Care sunt avantajele contractării  
unui Data Center „la cheie”?

focus-ul pe core business-ul spe-
cific (atragerea de clienţi pentru 
viitorul server room, promovarea 
acestuia pe canalele de nișă, etc) 
și pe etapele finale ale dezvoltării, 
respectiv popularea sălii cu echi-
pamente IT, comunicaţii, etc. 

Astfel de integratori care ges-
tionează dezvoltarea la cheie a 
facilităților de tip DataCenter/Da-
taRoom au apărut și pe piața loca-
lă, cu precădere în ultimii 4-5 ani 
când numărul centrelor de date 
a crescut. „Piaţa de Data Centere 
din România este într-o creștere 
mai accelerată decât în ţările dez-
voltate”, consideră directorul gene-
ral al Tema Energy, Mihai Manole, 
care explică această tendinţă de 
amenajare de noi data centere prin 
densitatea mult mai mică faţă de 
alte ţări din regiune, precum și 
prin nevoia tot mai mare de pu-
tere de calcul a vieţii digitale din 
prezent.

Un astfel de integrator de 
amenajare Data Centere este 
Tema Energy, companie locală 
reprezentativă în domeniu, care în 
ultimii 5 ani a realizat un număr 

Furnizorul de tehnologie pentru centre de date Tema 
Energy, care numără printre clienţi companii precum 
Vodafone, UTI, Bancpost sau Ministerul Justiţiei, 
estimează că va înregistra o creştere de 60% a afacerilor 
anul acesta, după un rulaj de 1,5 mil. euro în 2013, în 
condiţiile în care în România nu sunt suficiente centre de 
date care să absoarbă dezvoltarea sectoarelor IT şi telecom.

„Densitatea de data-centere din România este mult sub 
media ţărilor din regiune, cum ar fi Ungaria sau Polonia. 
Dezvoltarea accelerată a sectoarelor IT, call-center şi 
telecom presupune nevoia de spaţii tot mai mari de 
procesare şi stocare de date, ceea ce implică dezvoltarea 
unor data centere de tip high-density (densitate înaltă - 
trad.), dar şi foarte eficiente energetic”, a declarat pentru 
ZF Mihai Manole, directorul general al Tema Energy. 

Produsele furnizate de companie, tehnologie pentru 
centrele de date, baterii şi UPS-uri, sunt importate din 
Italia, Turcia şi China. „Anul acesta se anunţă a fi un an 
bun pentru noi şi pentru zona noastră de activitate. Date 
fiind proiectele de power back-up systems (sisteme de 
siguranţă în cazul unor pene de curent - n.red.), dar şi 
de data-centere, semnate la final de 2013 şi la începutul 
anului, estimăm că vom avea o creştere ce cel puţin 60%, 
adică vom depăşi cifra de 2,5 mil. euro”, a declarat Manole.

În piaţa locală, Tema Energy concurează cu jucători locali 
cum ar fi QBS, Romsys sau Abacus, dar şi cu jucători 
internaţionali precum germanii de la H&N sau cehii de la 
Altron. „Între altele, există câteva proiecte de data-centere 
de mare capacitate care au obţinut finanţare anul trecut 
şi care se vor implementa începând cu acest an în oraşe 
precum Bucureşti sau Cluj”, a mai spus Manole.

De la începutul anului, compania a semnat contracte 
cu clienţi ca Vodafone, Bancpost, UPC, Monsson sau 
Omnilogic. Tema Energy a obţinut şi o comandă cu 
o valoare cumulată de 150.000 de euro de la grupul 
UTI, controlat de omul de afaceri Tiberiu Urdăreanu, 
vizând generatoare pentru Skanska, mallul Promenada 
din Constanţa, parcul de agrement Water Park din 
Craiova şi alte obiective. De asemenea, compania a fost 
subcontractată pentru furnizarea de centre de date către 
Ministerul Justiţiei.

Mihai Manole, Tema Energy: 
”Creştem cu 60% anul acesta 
pentru că este tot mai mare 
nevoie de centre de date”

Articol publicat în ediţia tipărită a 
Ziarului Financiar din data de 25.06.2014
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Contact
+ Sales
E-mail: vanzari@tema-energy.ro
Phone: 0769.737.397 / 0731.497.317

+ Technical
E-mail: tehnic@tema-energy.ro
Phone: 0722 569.153 / 0731.042.211

+ Service 24/7 Dispatch 
E-mail: service@tema-energy.ro
Phone: 0732.018 .651 / 0729.038 620

+ Headquarters
Soseaua Vergului 14A, Et.1, Bucharest, Romania

+ Tax data
CUI: RO 14389359
Reg.Com: J40/1850/2002

+ Office & Logistics
E-mail: office@tema-energy.ro
Phone: 021.255.27.37
Fax: 021.627.00.90 / 0342.815.942
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www.tema-energy.ro

COMPLETE POWER BACk-UP
& SUPPLY SOLUTIONS


